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Anonymous welcomes Nancy Pelosi to Taiwan on a
Chinese government website: On Wednesday, August 3, the
decentralized global hacktivist collective Anonymous broke
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into a Chinese official website to welcome U.S. House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi on her latest trip to Taiwan. According to
Anonymous spokesman "Allez-opi omi," the Heilongjiang
Society Scientific Community Federation webpage was
hacked. The group posted an HTML website that, among other
things, read "Taiwan welcomes US House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi" and featured the phrases "Taiwan Numbah Wan,"
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Taiwan's national anthem, a picture of Pelosi, and Taiwan
President Tsai Ing-wen. According to the decentralized group,
a DDoS attack on the website of the Office of the President
was the motivation for the breach of the Chinese government
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site.
"1.4 Billion People Do Not Agree with Interference in
China's Sovereignty Issues": Tuesday night saw the
promotion of the hashtags "1.4 Billion People Do Not Agree
with Interference in China's Sovereignty Issues" and "The
United States Plays with Fire & Will Burn Itself by Taiwan
Involvement Provocation" on official Chinese channels. Flight
radar livestreams were watched by millions of Chinese
internet users, with one feed from China.org reaching over 70
million views at one point. Soon after, Hu Xijin announced on
Weibo and Twitter (both in Chinese and English) that the PLA
would be conducting live-fire drills and military drill
operations in the outlying areas of Taiwan from August 4 to 7.
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successfully concluded a letter exchange
with China.
While China's People's Liberation Army
(PLA) conducted live-fire military drills
across the Taiwan Strait on Tuesday, Russia

